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Zoom
Fat Larry's Band

They don t seem to have a homepage - but come on guys - you MUST remember this
tune!! Amazon still have some stuff...
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/stores/artist/glance/-/49262/103-0885318-07
69412

Zoom - Fat Larryâ€™s Band 

Chords by Matt Poole of England, England.

One for all you 80 s children - some great chords in this, and if
I was a nice guy, I d write them out. 

But I m not.

Verse 1:
Ab		 Db/Ab			   Ab
zoom, just one look and then my heart went boom 
              Db/Ab	      Cbmaj7
suddenly, and we were on the moon 
       Bbm7   Bbm7/Eb  Ab  Gm7 C7+
flying high in a neon sky oh 

(Verse 2 same as verse 1)
bang, just one touch and all the church bells rang 
heaven called and all the angels sang 
sunrise shine in a midnight sky oh 

Chorus:
Bbm7	  Bbm7/Eb        Abmaj9
zoom, you chased the day away 
Bbm7	  Bbm7/Eb        Abmaj9   
I knew, the moon and stars came out to play and then 
Gm7       C7
my whole wide world went 

(use verse chords again here...)
zoom, moonbeams dancing in the afternoon 
shadows blowing as the roses bloom 
looking down on a wonderland oh 

(and here)
smack, just one kiss and I was outta whack 
all at once there was no turning back 
oh so far above the brightest star oh 

(chorus chords here)
zoom, you chased the day away I knew, 



the moon and stars came out to play and then 
my whole wide world went zoom 

(other bit)

F  					 Bb
I touched a rainbow as we went flyinâ€™ by 
F
faster and faster we were higher than high 
Bb					 Am7
for once in my life time I was finally freeÂ  
Dm7			 F
and you came back to me 

(synth solo over verse chords) 

(chorus chords again)
zoom, you chased the day away 
I knew, the moon and stars came out to play oh, oh 
zoom, you chased the day away I knew, 
the moon and stars came out to play oh, oh 
zoom, you chased the day away I knew, 
the moon and stars came out to play 
(spoken) zoom


